
For those who like to create



Welcome to

Culture is and means so many things. It can touch, affect and put feelings on 
your experiences. It is very important to be exposed to culture from an early 
age, as it lays the basic foundation to get to grow up to become a thinking, 
reflecting and emotional human being.

Science also says that culture is of great importance to people´s health, well-
being and learning.

The School of Culture is here for every child and youth in Hörby and even 
for adults, where it´s available. We want to give you the opportunity using 
your own ability to develop yourself and your interests.

At our place there are many different subjects to choose from. You can play 
an instrument, sing in a choir, act, learn how to make a film, dance or create 
art.

Have a look through our catalouge at the different courses available and see 
if there´s something that suits you.
It´s possible to sign up for one or several courses at the same time. If you 
think there´s a course missing – let us know.

See you at the School of Culture

Mattias Östling Lundgren 
Head of the School of Culture

Sign up at horby.se/kulturskolan



FILM

CHOIR
INSTRUMENTAL INSTRUCTION

ACTING

ARTS & CRAFT

DANCE

MUSIC AND SUCH

AND SO MUCH MORE...
Sign up at horby.se/kulturskolan



ARTS & CRAFT 
(From the age of 6, in groups by age) 
This course is for the ones that like to 
create things and who would like to 
actualize their artistic ideas and projects!
We work on the basis of a theme; it 
could be an artist, a material, a 
cooperation with the library, a clothing 
store or people and places in Hörby.
Based on the theme, with the help of 
inspiration, guidance and practice, all of 
these artistic ideas and projects develop.
Come and make the Arts and Craft 
classroom your own studio and develop 
your unique way of how to create 
things!

DANCE
Small chilrens dance (for 3-years old)
Childdance (For 4-5 year olds)
Stage dance (From the age of 6)
(In groups by age)
Here at the School of Culture´s 
dancelessons you learn how to work 
with your body to different kinds of 
rhythm and music genres. You develop 
your sence of musicality and body 
awareness and you learn how your 
body works. With us you learn the 
importance of all the different parts of 
dancing such as: warming up, 
technique, balance and different 
combinations of steps.We have many 
different dance-courses, both by age 
and according to the interests of the 
participians

The DoReMia-choir
(For adults)
The Do-Re-Mia choir is a choir for you 
who are grown up and like to sing. The 
meaning of this course is for everyone 
to feel happy and safe and that as many 
as possible shall experience the amazing 
connection it implies to sing in a choir. 
No previous knowledge or experience 
is required.

FILM
(From the age of 7, in groups by age) 
The School of Culture offers a wide 
education of how to make a movie. 
Come up with the idea, make up an 
exciting story-line, compose pictures, 
edit and work with musical effects.
In this course you get to try several 
techniques of film such as: animation 
and feature film. The content is 
shaped by the interest of the 
participants.

Sign up at horby.se/kulturskolan
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INSTRUMENTALTEACHING
You get to play melodies both by ear 
and by reading music, practise rhythm 
and pulse, improvise and get to know 
different styles and genres when you 
play an instrument.
You get to play with others and have 
the possibility to perform in front of an 
audience. Lessons are often on an 
individual basis once a week.

ORCHESTRAS/ENSEMBLES
Everyone can play together!
Here at the School of Culture we have 
many different types of ensembles for 
children, youths and adults. If you are 
already a student of ours on an 
instrument, there´s no extra charge to 
be a part of any of these.

SINGING
Your voice is an amazing instrument. 
In a choir you get to sing with others 
and learn the basic singing techniques. 
In primary and secondary school you 
start singing in a choir and later on in 
high school you can continue with 
individual solo singing.

INSTRUMENTS:

Recorder(From the age of 6) 
Cello (From the age of 6) 
Violin (From the age of 6) 
Choir (From the age of 6 år)

Piano (From the age of 7) 
Percussion (From the age of 7) 
Flute (From the age of 7)

Accordion (From the age of 8) 
Tromboe (From the age of 8) 
Trumpet (From the age of 8)

Bass guitar (From the age of 9) 
Guitar (From the age of 9) 
Clarinet (From the age of 9) 
Saxophone (From the age of 9)

Singing (From the age of 13)

The DoReMia-choir (For adults)

ORCHESTRAS/ENSEMBLES:
Brassband  
Folkmusic ensemble  
Rockband
Popband 
Interactiongroups
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Acting
(From teh age of 6, in groups by age)
At drama and theatre we work with 
acting games and exercises such as: 
improvisation and scenic design. You 
get to try acting in an investigative 
and playful way here. You get to try 
shaping your ideas together with 
others.

Musicproduction
(From the age of 13)
Musicproduction is all about creating 
and recording music. It´s about 
shaping a musical idea to a finished 
song. The course contains several 
different parts such as: songwriting, 
recording and mastering. This job is 
mostly done on a computor and a 
music programme nowadays. We use 
the Logic Pro X programme.

Music & Such
(For anyone with a disability)
At this course we adapt the teaching 
for you who have special needs. You 
get to try to play various instruments 
and acting.

Charges
Instruments, Singing 
Film 
Dance, Music & such, Musicproduction 
Choir, Acting, Arts and craft 

950 kr/semester 
810 kr/semester 
680 kr/semester
540 kr/semester

Ensembles/orchestra, free of charge for our instrumental pupils 
          (480 kr/semester) 
IRental of instruments      395 kr/semester

Sibling discount (only on instrument courses)
2nd child  
3rd child  

540 kr/semester 
free of charge
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Would you like to know more? 
Visit our homepage at: 
www.horby.se/kulturskolan

Sign up straight away here!

This is how the School of Culture works
• All children and youths are welcome. No previous knowledge or experience is required, neither from the child 

nor the parent.
• At the School of Culture you get to take lessons and learn how to exercise and take part in a cultural subject. 

You get to express yourself through art, acting, dancing, making films and music and you have the possibility 
to influence the content of the subject. You can participate in shows, concerts and other events if you wish.

• The weekly lessons are in the premises of the School of Culture or at your school. You will be offered at least 
27 teacher-led lessons a year.

Individual subjects (Instruments or singing): 
• 1 lesson a week. It can be individual or in groups, but you get individualized teaching once a week.
• At the lesson, which often is quite short, your teacher will show you what and how to play or sing a tune. You 

will mainly learn most of it at home when you practise the things your teacher showed you. You decide with 
your teacher how often and for how long you ought to practise a week.

• The parents´ part: to take an interest in what happens during lessons. It would be good to find out things 
about the instruments/songs together with your child on your own; through the internet, at concerts and 
shows. It´s even more important with the parents taking an interest when the child is younger, particularly in 
helping to remind them about homework, listen to them playing and singing and encouraging them to play/
sing at home. Younger children can´t always manage taking responsability by themselves, so they need their 
parents as co-players or listeners.
Ensembles och orchestras:

• When you´ve played an instrument for some time you may be offered to play/sing in an ensemble or ochestra 
together with others. It will be an extra lesson a week together with teachers and other pupils and is a positive 
contribution for learning the instrument. It´s free of charge and just a bonus of your semester fee.

Groupsubjects (Arts and craft, Dance, Acting, Film, Choir):
• 1 lesson a week. You meet your teacher once a week as a group. You´ll learn most things at these lessons, 

but sometimes you may get homework.
• The parents part: to take an interest in what´s happening during lessons. Find out things about the subject 

together with your child by yourselves: through the internet, at concerts, shows or exhibitions. The younger 
the child is, the more important it is for parents to take an interest, which has a great impact on the 
development at the lessons.

Concerts, shows and exhibitions:
• In all our subjects there´s the possibility to show off what you have learnt, but it´s always on a voluntarily 

basis. When it comes to to performing in front of an audience, it is something we practise for. In the 
beginning, it´s maybe just a friend or a parent who listens and then we gradually advance further. We have 
exhibitions at the museum and the library, small concerts for parents, school concerts and bigger venues. We 
are a part of the traditional Culture party of Hörby.



Hörby KulturSkola, Norregatan 42B, 242 32 Hörby

You´ll find us here!

THE K-HOUSE 
Administration
Flute
Recorder
Cello
Violin
Singing
Piano
Accordion
"Espressivo" - The small enemble room

The Secretary
 Ulrika Börjesson

0415-37 83 20
ulrika.borjesson@horby.se

The head
Mattias Östling Lundgren 

0415- 37 84 46
mattias.lundgren@horby.se

Any questions? Please contact us!

BOLLERUP
Arts and craft
Film
Trumpet
Trombone
Saxophone
Clarinet
Bass guitar
Guitar
Percussion
"Tutti" - the big ensemble room

Dancing at the 
Activity House 

(AH)
The DoReMia-choir 
and Acting are in the 
assemblyhall of the 
Georgshill-school




